
QuickRepel is shipped R.T.U.2 Easily apply S.O.L.O.1 with 
a GU recommended sprayer for coverage of 400-500 SF 
per gallon, in some applications spread with GU explod-
ed-tip broom or T-Bar.  To maintain, simply damp mop, 
auto scrub, and periodically burnish using Green Umbrella 
LifeCycle™ Maintenance System treatments. 

EASY TO INSTALL - SIMPLE TO MAINTAIN

30 minute dwell time
3 hours to all traffic and any abrasive 
processing  
Fraction of time of  flooring options

S.O.L.O.1 application and R.T.U.2 treatment 
Repels water & densifies in one product
No scrubbing or agitation required during 
application

VERSATILE ARCHITECTURAL APPLICATIONS

Reduction of products 
Reduces porosity, increases life cycle
No VOC's 

GreenUmbrella® QuickRepel™ is an interior-exterior, insoluble 
hybrid, a nano-densifier treatment that provides deep unseen 

protection and yet with repellency as visible as water droplets on a rose petal. This ground-breaking, advanced 
formulation combines two types of concrete treatments: A deep subsurface densifier that floods and fills capil-
laries preventing concrete off-dusting; a fully reactive treatment resulting in a deep bond that provides a clari-
fied gloss appearance. A valued engineered treatment can be used as a densifier, colorguard, and wearguard 
with a unique repellence to surface water—it beads; yet, it is breathable. QuickRepel™ is an R.T.U. advanced 
CrossOver™ treatment for application @EarlyAge™, @Profile&Polish™, or @MatureAge™ concrete with a single 
S.O.L.O.™1 at post-polish making it a quick to install treatment cutting downtime substantially. 

CUT DOWNTIME

CUT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

CUT LABOR

Quick to Install Quick to Repel

55/DRUM 275/TOTE5/PAIL

PACKAGING

Ideal for interior or exterior, vertical or horizontal, Demanding Applications; warehouse/distribution centers, 
food service, parking decks, garages, hospitals, or similar & Decorative Concrete Applications; retail spaces & 
showrooms, restaurants, business offices, lobby areas, museums, municipalities, airports, hospitals, schools, 
fire-stations, or wherever concrete surfaces are maintained. 

CUTSHEET

844.200.7336

Made in the USA
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FULLSPEC

SYSTEM
SPECIFICATION

SUBTOPICAL / HYBRID DENSIFIER-HARDNER-REPELLANT / VALUE ENGINEERED

1Spray-On, Leave-On 2Ready-To-Use  


